Chapter 3: What's Ahead?
A number of analysts are saying that peak oil is here now (see Chapter 1,
Question 8.) Suppose they are correct -- what kind of changes can we expect to
see in the years ahead?
In this chapter, we will look at the implications of peak oil now -- how we can
expect oil production to change between now and 2030, and how this decline in
production is likely to affect the economy. While there are many who believe that
peak oil is still a few years away (the newsletter of the Association for the Study of
Peak Oil and Gas of Ireland predicts a peak in 2011, for example), this analysis
will assume that the peak year is 2006, with the decline starting in 2007. If this
assumption turns out to be a little early, the worst that will happen is that we will
be a little ahead in our planning.
1. If peak is now, how much of a decline in world oil production
can be expected in the next few years?
Figure 1 shows historical world oil production, together with two projections of
what the future will bring:
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The first of the projections we call the "symmetric" projection. It simply assumes
that oil production will decrease in the future in a manner similar to the way that
it increased in the past. This method assumes that 2006 is the peak year; 2007
production will be equal to 2005 production; 2008 production will be equal to
2004; and so on. Thus, the future is expected to be a mirror image of the past.
The second projection is what we call the "analyst average" method. Here, we
average five projections assuming peak in the 2005 to 2007 period - two made by
Ace, one made by Bakhtiari, and two made by Robelius. We have adjusted all of
the projections to a "total liquids" basis for this comparison (that is, including
ethanol and other liquid fuels that are similar to oil), so that they are comparable
to each other and to the historical data.
Figure 1 shows that the projection methods produce fairly similar results. Both
methods show production declining fairly rapidly:
• At 2010 - Symmetric: Minus 9%; Analysts Average: Minus 1%
• At 2020 - Symmetric: Minus 21%; Analysts Average: Minus 23%
• At 2030 - Symmetric: Minus 31%; Analysts Average; Minus 42%
2. How likely is it that future production will follow a pattern
similar to Figure 1?
The forecasts shown are only rough approximations. Actual production could be
higher, especially if there is a major technology breakthrough. Such
breakthroughs take a long time to widely implement --an average of 16 years,
according to a recent report by the National Petroleum Council--so the benefit
occurs fairly slowly. Another possibility for increased production is an increase in
an alternative fuel, such as coal-to-liquid. Such an increase might make the
decline somewhat less steep.
There is also a significant risk that future production will be lower than indicated.
Social unrest can be a problem in countries with declining production, leading to
pipeline attacks. Oil fields may not be developed because their owners lack the
necessary funds for investment or the technology required to develop the fields.
Some countries may choose to limit production, so as to save oil for later. Also,
there is some evidence that newer technology may keep production in a field high
until close to the end, then suddenly drop off. If this phenomenon is not
adequately reflected in the projections, the estimates of future production may
prove to be too high.
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3. It seems like it is really the amount of oil per person that
makes a difference. What kind of change in oil production is
expected on a per capita basis?
The number of people in the world has been rising at between 1% and 2% per
year. A graph of historical and expected future world population based on US
Census Department estimates is shown in Figure 2.

If we use the information in Figures 1 and 2 to calculate oil production per
person, the result is as shown in Figure 3.
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On a per capita basis, the amount of oil produced has been approximately level,
at about 4.6 barrels per person, between 1982 and 2006. The forecasts show that
the amount of oil per person is expected to decrease to approximately 2.0 to 2.5
barrels per person, by 2030.
4. Does a decrease in per capita oil production really make much
difference? I have heard oil represents only a tiny fraction of
world revenue.
There is a surprisingly close relationship between the amount of oil consumed
and a country's standard of living. Figure 4 shows a comparison of current per
capita oil consumption, for selected countries.
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Of the countries shown, the United States has the highest consumption, at
approximately 25 barrels per person per year. (A barrel is 42 gallons, so 25
barrels a year is 1,050 gallons, or 2.9 gallons per day). Canada is close behind,
with about 24 barrels. Germany and the United Kingdom are at a level roughly
half of that of the United States, partly because they use more public
transportation and partly because they drive smaller cars. Mexico and Russia
both have per capita consumption of about 7. Note that this is still above the
world-wide average per capita consumption of 4.6, from Figure 3. China and
India have the lowest per capita consumption of the countries shown approximately 2 barrels a year for China and 1 barrel a year for India.
Based on this comparison, there is a huge difference among countries in the
amount of oil used. Figure 4 also shows a breakdown of US oil between USproduced and imported. If we consider only US-produced oil, oil production of
the United States is about 10 barrels per person per year - close to the level
currently used by Germany and the United Kingdom.
5. If world oil production decreases as shown in Figures 1 and 3,
what impact will this have on the amount of oil the US consumes?
The US currently imports about 60% of its oil supply. The big question with
respect to future US oil supply is how much oil we will continue to import in the
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future, when world supply begins to decline. Figure 5 shows one possible
outcome, on a per capita basis.

On Figure 5, we show a a hypothetical situation in which US oil imports drop
about 10% by 2010, then drop to about half of the current level by 2020 and
disappear all together by 2030. These estimates are not much more than guesses.
There are a lot of uncertainties about future imports:
• Will a free market in oil continue the way it does today, when demand is much
greater than supply?
• Will oil-producing nations keep a disproportionate share of the oil for
themselves and their allies?
• Will the US insist on importing enough oil to fuel its SUVs, when some people
are literally starving to death, because their country cannot afford oil for tractors
and power plants?
We show a worst case scenario for 2030, with imports disappearing entirely. (If
imports continue, oil availability in 2030 is likely to be higher). If imports
disappear, a rough estimate is that US oil production will be about 5 barrels per
person per year in 2030-- a little lower than the current level of 7 for Mexico and
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Russia. Efficiency advances and other mitigation efforts will presumably provide
some benefit, so that the standard of living might be similar to, or somewhat
higher than, the standard of living of Mexico and Russia today. The 5 barrels per
person per year in 2030 is approximately equal to the US's oil consumption in
1920 -- a very different world than today.
6. Is the decline in availability of oil the only problem the world
is likely to face in the years ahead?
No. With all of the years of growth in population and economies, we are reaching
limits in many respects.
• Climate change As the result of man's activities, and in particular the growing
use of fossil fuels, the world temperature is rising. Many are now saying that the
use of fossil fuel should be limited - particularly coal. In North America, coal is
often thought of as a possible substitute for oil, because it is in reasonably good
supply and the technology for coal-to-liquids exists. Climate change issues make
this substitution more questionable.
• Metal shortages Quite a number of metals are now in increasingly short supply including copper, platinum, and uranium. Some have suggested that uranium
shortages may limit nuclear expansion capabilities, but this is disputed by others.
• North American natural gas A shortage of natural gas in North America starting
in a few years appears to be a significant possibility. Natural gas from
conventional sources is in increasingly short supply. Gas from shale, which is a
major "unconventional" source, is looking increasingly non-economic. Liquified
natural gas (LNG) from overseas is sometimes thought to be a substitute, but a
lack of investment in overseas facilities to process LNG is likely to limit its
availability.
• World food supply and fresh water World food supply is under increasing
pressure from competition from biofuels, shortages of fresh water for irrigation,
crop failures due to climate change, increasing soil degradation and growing
world population. Inadequate fresh water is a serious issue in its own right.
7. What are the immediate impacts of an oil shortage expected to
be?
As one might expect, an oil shortage is likely to result in higher prices of goods
that contain oil or use oil in their processing. Gasoline, diesel fuel, and residential
heating fuel will of course be higher priced. Food will also be higher priced,
because a considerable amount of oil is used in growing the food, processing it,
and transporting it to market. Other types of energy are likely to rise in cost as
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well, as people shift to alternative fuels. The inflation rate is likely to rise.
While it is not as obvious, It is also likely that there will be actual "outages" of
some oil-related products. Gasoline stations may be without gasoline in some
areas, particularly when a nearby refinery is temporarily not available because of
a storm or unplanned maintenance. Residential heating oil may be difficult to
find in some locations. Asphalt may not be available for paving roads. We are
already starting to see a few situations like these, because supplies are stretched
tight.
If gasoline or another product is temporarily unavailable, there are likely to be
indirect impacts as well. Schools may close because diesel is unavailable for
buses, and factories may close for lack of a particular part. Liebig's Law of the
Minimum says that a process is limited by its least available resource. If oil is not
available, even temporarily, economic activity can be seriously impacted.
Some areas that are likely to first feel the impacts of oil shortages are
• Commercial airline flights - Cost of fuel and higher debt costs will be a
problem • Food imported by air - Demand will decline because of much-higher
cost • SUV manufacturers - Demand for large cars will decline precipitously •
Third world countries - These countries are already being priced out of the oil
market
8. What is the impact of oil shortages on the financial markets
likely to be?
Strange as it may seem, some of the biggest and most immediate impacts of oil
shortages are likely to affect financial markets:
• End of the growth paradigm. Economic markets now expect continued growth
and expansion. With declining supplies of oil and other necessary resources, this
expectation will need to change to a steady state, or even to a planned decline.
• Declining credit availability. Debt is provided with the expectation that an
individual's or organization's income will grow, or at least stay level in the years
ahead. If this assumption no longer holds, a shift from the very loose credit
standards seen in recent years to extremely tight credit seems likely. A recession
or depression is likely to ensue.
• Declining stock prices. The value of stocks reflects the expected future earnings
of the company. If these earnings are expected to stop growing, and perhaps
shrink, the value of the stock can be expected to decline.
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• Deflation and/or Inflation. A reduced supply of oil may lead to inflation, as
existing monetary supplies "chase" fewer and fewer goods. Also, countries may
adjust monetary policies to encourage inflation, if it becomes too difficult to pay
off debt in a declining economy. There may also be huge deflationary pressures,
as the value of stocks and other investments decline, debt becomes less available,
and the economy shrinks.
• Reduced interest in insurance and other financial products. Volatility in
monetary supply, declining values of stocks, and problems with the debt markets
will all make insurance and other financial products less attractive.
• Declining globalization Declining living standards in third world countries,
declining availability of commercial airline flights, increasing cost of global
transportation, and increasing volatility of currencies are all likely to act to
reduce globalization.
9. What types of jobs are likely to see growth in the years
ahead?
• Small businesses, selling goods close to the customer.
• Recycling of all kinds, including clothing and parts from no-longer-wanted
buildings.
• Remodeling homes to make them more energy efficient and to accommodate
more people in the same space.
• Food production will require more workers than the few farmers we have today.
Some may be more like gardeners.
• Energy related jobs - As energy becomes more and more difficult to obtain, a
larger and larger share of workers will need to work in this field.
• Scientist and engineers - Needed to develop more energy-efficient approaches.
In agriculture, to develop approaches requiring less energy and less fertilizer,
pesticides, and herbicides. In manufacturing, to design factories in this country,
to replace factories making goods which can no longer be imported from
oversees.
• Manual laborers - As energy becomes more and more expensive, manual labor
becomes a more attractive alternative.
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10. What are some of the challenges in the years ahead expected
to be?
• How do we adapt the transportation system to the new lower supply? Increased
fuel efficiency standards for vehicles are unlikely to be enough by themselves.
What else can be done without excessive cost-- car pooling? bicycles for short
trips? expansion of public transportation programs? more use of distance
learning and work-at-home programs? Does it make sense to plan for battery
operated vehicles?
• How do we plan for a declining economy? Companies will not want to build a
factory, if they know that it will need to be abandoned in ten years for lack of fuel.
Oil companies will not want to build pipelines, if they know they can only be used
for a short time.
• How do we deal with greatly reduced financial services? If mortgages become
unavailable, how do we deal with home ownership? If loans are unavailable, how
do businesses plan new factories?
• How do we find adequate resources (both capital and physical resources) to
handle all of the investment that is needed in infrastructure? The only resources
we have available are those we (1) mine, grow, or otherwise produce; (2) recycle;
or (3) import. These resources are needed for other uses as well, including
transportation and food.
• How do we find substitutes for the many chemical uses of oil - textiles, building
materials, pharmaceuticals? Or do we give priority to oil for these uses?
• How do we protect the food supply? Should farmers be given special access to
fuel, through some sort of rationing program? Should people be encouraged to
start gardens, to supplement the food supply? How should we train people in
low-energy agricultural techniques? Will it be necessary to break up large farms
into units that are manageable with less energy?
• How can we avoid future shortages that are likely to have wide-ranging effects?
For example, some people are concerned that we may not continue to have
enough asphalt to maintain roads. Is this really a problem, and how can this be
avoided? How can we circumvent shortages of metals needed to make cars and
other consumer goods?
• Resources are unevenly divided. People will want to move to areas with greater
resources. How do we deal with the conflict that may ensue? Do we forbid
immigration all together? How do we keep countries from fighting over limited
resources?
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Links by question:
Introduction -1: Chapter 1, Question 8
http://www.theoildrum.com/node/2743
Introduction -2: July 2007 Newsletter, Association for the Study of Peak Oil and
Gas-Ireland
http://www.aspo-ireland.org/contentFiles/newsletterPDFs/newsletter79_200...
Q1-1: Updated World Forecasts, Including Saudi Arabia by Ace, July 19, 2007
http://www.theoildrum.com/node/2716
Q1-2: The World Oil Production Capacity Model by Samsam Bakhtiari, December
10, 2003
http://www.sfu.ca/%7Easamsamb/conference/WOCAP.htm
Q1-3: Giant Oil Fields - The Highway to Oil: Giant Oil Fields and their
Importance for Future Oil Production by Frederik Robelius, Uppsala University,
March 2007
http://publications.uu.se/abstract.xsql?dbid=7625
Q2: Facing Hard Truths about Energy by National Petroleum Council, July 18,
2007
http://www.npc.org/Facing_Hard_Truths-71807.pdf
Q5: Net Oil Exports and the Iron Triangle by Jeffrey J. Brown, July 13, 2007
http://www.theoildrum.com/node/2767
Q6-1: Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change - Mitigation of Climate
Change, 2007
http://www.mnp.nl/ipcc/pages_media/AR4-chapters.html
Q6-2: Measure of Metal Supply Finds Shortage by David Biello, Scientific
American, January 17, 2006
http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?articleID=000CEA15-3272-13C89BFE83414B...
Q6-3: Carmakers gear up for the next shortage - platinum, The Mining News,
July 6, 2005
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http://www.theminingnews.org/news.cfm?newsID=800
Q6-4: Lack of fuel may limit U.S. nuclear power expansion, Massachusetts
institute of Technology News Office, March 21, 2007
http://web.mit.edu/newsoffice/2007/fuel-supply.html
Q6-5: Is Nuclear Power a Viable Option for Our Energy Needs? by Martin Sevior,
March 1, 2007
http://www.theoildrum.com/node/2323
Q6-6: A Natural Gas Crisis Coming? by Dave Russum, July 21, 2007
http://languageinstinct.blogspot.com/2007/07/natural-gas-crisis-coming_2...
Q6-7: Facing Hard Truths about Energy by National Petroleum Council, July 18,
2007
http://www.npc.org/Facing_Hard_Truths-71807.pdf
Q6-8: Plank Road fever and the Barnett Shale by Arthur Berman, World Oil
Magazine, April 2007
http://worldoil.com/magazine/MAGAZINE_DETAIL.asp?ART_ID=3171&MON
TH_YEAR=...
Q6-9: Investing in LNG Projects, Dan Amoss, Whiskey and Gunpowder, July 11,
2007
http://www.whiskeyandgunpowder.com/Archives/2007/20070711.html
Q6-10: Limits to Growth: the 30 Year Update by Donella Meadows, Jorgen
Randers, and Dennis Meadows, Chelsea Green (June 1, 2004)
http://www.amazon.com/Limits-Growth-Donella-HMeadows/dp/193149858X/ref=...
Q6-11: Water Tables Falling and Rivers Running Dry by Lester Brown, July 24,
2007
http://www.earth-policy.org/Books/Seg/PB2ch03_ss2.htm
Q6-12: Australia's epic drought: The situation is grim by Kathy Marks in The
Independent, April 20, 2007
http://news.independent.co.uk/world/australasia/article2465960.ece
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Q6-13: Soil Degradation: A Threat to Developing-Country Food Security by
2020? by Sara J. Scherr, Food, Agriculture, and the Environment Discussion
Paper 27, International Food Policy Research Institute, Washington D. C.,
February, 1999
http://www.ifpri.org/2020/dp/dp27.pdf
Q7: Liebig's law of the minimum from Wikipedia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liebig's_law_of_the_minimum
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